
Scalability. Flexibility. Intuitive flowcharting. 

The family of Arena products offers the perfect tools to 
help solve nearly any business problem. Arena’s intuitive 

flowcharting methodology enhances ease of use, 
allowing you to avoid the complexity of a classic coding 

environment. Each offering provides unlimited model size 
and free corporate-wide runtime privileges. Choose the 
right tool and then start solving your most challenging 

business problems.

 
www.ArenaSimulation.com

Choose the Arena® product 
that matches your simulation 
project requirements.

Arena® Basic Edition •	
 A full-featured, entry-level modeling and simulation •	

tool that is ideal for studying simple business 
processes. Import Visio® flowcharts. Crystal Reports® 
output reports.

Arena® Basic Edition Plus •	
 Enhance your Basic Edition models by animating •	

the movement of people, objects, and/or material-
handling devices such as conveyors, transporters, or 
AGV’s. Animate entity travel on imported AutoCAD® 
drawings, maps, or custom pictures. 

Arena® Standard Edition •	
 Advanced modeling power for handling complex •	

processes with intricate decision logic, control over 
entity movement, custom statistics, user-defined 
expressions, and interfacing with external data. 

Arena® Professional Edition •	
 For modeling the most highly complex processes, as •	

well as batch and semi-continuous processes. Access 
to the low-level SIMAN® modeling constructs makes 
this the ultimate modeling tool. Includes custom 
template development tools. 

Arena® Enterprise Edition •	
 Simulate virtually any system in any industry, •	

including health care, defense, food and beverage, 
supply chain and logistics, manufacturing, 
warehousing, call centers, pharmaceutical, or any 
other detailed business processes. 
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Features and Applications Basic Edition Basic Edition Plus Standard Edition Professional Edition Enterprise Edition

High-level business processes (workflows for any 
industry) 3 3 3 3 3

High-level business processes with advanced 
animation 3 3 3 3

Material handling (conveyors, transporters, AGV's) 3 3 3 3

Ability to attach other Arena templates 3 3 3 3

Advanced logic for modeling pull, Kanban and 
other advanced systems 3 3 3

Connectivity to external data sources and creation 
of user-specified statistics 3 3 3

Batch and semi-continuous processes requiring 
tank and fluid handling 3 3

Custom template building/Reusable modules 3 3

3-D animation optional optional optional 3

High-speed packaging applications (Packaging 
Template) optional optional optional 3

Call center applications (Contact Center Template) optional optional optional 3

Optimization (OptQuest) optional optional optional 3 3

With Arena®, the industry leader in simulation 
software, you can anticipate challenges before 

they happen. You can help reduce costs, measure 
performance and optimize operations.

Arena simulation software empowers you with the 
business intelligence to help you make the right 

decisions...before you commit valuable time, human 
resources and capital in “live” implementations.

Choose Arena for a flexible, easy-to-use approach to 
decision making. It’s planning that’s proven.

Visit www.ArenaSimulation.com to learn more.


